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Tanium Patch solution overview
Tanium Patch™ (Patch) provides you with a powerful tool to manage Windows operating
system patches across your enterprise at the speed and scale of Tanium. Patch provides a
straightforward patching workflow for both simple and advanced patch deployment. You
can deploy a single patch to a single machine or perform more complex tasks such as using
advanced rule sets to deliver groups of patches across your environment.
Patch generates in-depth reports and returns current results from every endpoint. Patch
can quickly summarize the deployment status for any given patch, providing several types
of information:
l

Immediate feedback on successes and failures that require remediation.

l

Patch details, such as user annotations and links to knowledge base articles.

l

A list of applicable machines and their individual patch histories.

Patch also allows you to define custom workflows and schedule patches based on
advanced rules or exceptions built around whitelists, blacklists, dynamic groups and patch
lists. For example, Tanium Patch can be configured to always apply critical Microsoft
patches to all machines except for datacenter servers, or to always exclude .NET patches.

Automatic Patch Scanning
When you activate Patch content, Tanium automatically initiates an action on your
endpoints to determine the installed and missing patches. By default, this can take up to 4
hours; however, if you would like to shorten the scanning interval so that initial patch
status reports are delivered faster, consult your Tanium Technical Account Manager (TAM).

Console Role Requirements
Different role types have varying privileges within Patch. Administrators can perform all
functions; however, other role types are limited.
Table 1: Console Role Requirements
Role Type
Content Administrators

Patch Privileges
l

Create deployments of patch installs or uninstalls

l

Create, modify, or delete patch lists

l

Add comments to patches, patch lists, Whitelists, and Blacklists
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Role Type

Patch Privileges

Action/Sensor Authors

Create deployments of patch installs or uninstalls

Action Authors

Create deployments of patch installs or uninstalls

Action Approvers

Must review any actions, including deployments and list distributions
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Getting started with Patch
1. Install the Patch module and configure the Patch service by following the steps
outlined in "Installing Patch" on page 8.
If you are upgrading your version of Patch, see Upgrade the Patch version.
2. Organize the available patches, computers, and Computer Groups; see "Customizing
views" on page 12.
3. Set up Whitelists and Blacklists; see "Managing patches" on page 19.
4. Deploy patches immediately or schedule an install; see "Deploying patches" on page
24.
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Installing Patch
The installation is done from the Tanium Console. There are several prerequisites that
must be satisfied before starting:
l

l
l

l

l

You must have the Tanium Module Server running and with .NET 4.5 or 4.6 installed.
We recommend .NET 4.6 for additional security.
You must be licensed for Patch.
You must have the proper credentials to create the Patch database instance within
Microsoft SQL Server or Microsoft SQL Express.
The Console browser must be able to connect to the Tanium Module Server on port
17440 (TCP).
The SQL server must accept inbound connections from the Tanium Module Server on
port 1433 (TCP).

Licensing
Patch is licensed for installation as a component of the Tanium Server. To obtain a license,
see your Tanium Technical Account Manager (TAM).
For information about activating your license, see Licensing.

Database credentials prerequisite
Patch creates a database instance to track store patch status information about your
endpoints. You need to have the credentials for a service account that meets these criteria:
l

The user must be a Tanium Administrator.

l

The user must have system administrator permissions to the Patch database.

Import the Patch Module
Install Patch by importing it from the Tanium Console.
Note: We recommend reconfiguring your Microsoft ASP.NET web service to accept
only strong ciphers. See Securing the Module Server .Net Environment for more
information.
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1. From Tanium Console main menu, select Tanium Solutions.
2. Locate Patch, and click Import.
Note: Patch is a Tanium licensed solution. If it does not appear on the Tanium
Solutions page, try refreshing your browser. If it still does not appear, contact
your Technical Account Manager (TAM).
3. If prompted, choose Proceed with Import. Enter your credentials.
The Tanium Patch installation and configuration process begins.
4. Click Close.
5. From the main navigation menu, click Patch.
6. Select Verify Certificate in the Certificate Approval window.

Note: If you are using the self-signed certificate, you will be prompted to accept it
whenever you launch a new session.

Configuring the Patch service
After importing the module and accepting the certificate, you must complete the Patch
Service Configuration window. This information must be entered correctly or the Patch
service will not start.
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Figure 1: Patch Service Configuration Window
1. Provide the name of the Database Instance.
The database instance is usually the server hostname and the SQL instance. For
example, if the server hostname was SERVER123 and the database instance was
SQLSERVER123, you would enter SERVER123\SQLSERVER123.
Note: If you are using the default database instance (i.e. MSSQLSERVER) then
you must omit the instance and just enter the server hostname.

2. Provide the Account Domain and Account Name.
The account you select for the Patch service must meet the requirements listed in
Database credentials prerequisite.
Tip: If you are setting up a self-contained demo or proof-of-concept that is
entirely on one server, and not joined to a domain, then you can enter a “.” in
place of the domain name.
3. Provide the Account Password.
4. Click Configure Service.
If there are no errors during database creation and configuration, Patch installation
continues.
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Importing Windows Security Patch Management content
Windows Security Patch content provides the actions that run the Patch scan to populate
data into the module.
1. From Tanium Console main menu, select Tanium Solutions.
2. In the Tanium Content section, click Supported Solutions.
3. Search for Windows Security Patch Management.
4. Click Import Solution.
5. If prompted, click OK to confirm.
6. Click Proceed with Import and enter your credentials.
7. Click Closed.
Some data might appear within approximately 10 minutes. If this is the very first time you
have installed Patch, it might take 3 to 4 hours before complete patch data appears. If no
data appears after 4 hours, contact your TAM.

Upgrade the Patch version
You can upgrade Patch to the latest version from the Tanium console.
1. From the Tanium Console, select Tanium Solutions.
The Tanium Solutions page opens.
2. Locate Patch and click Upgrade <version>.
A progress bar is displayed as the installation package is downloaded.
When the download completes, the Content Import Review window opens. The
contents of the installation package are shown in the Overview section of the
window.
3. Click Continue.
4. Enter your credentials to start the upgrade.
5. To confirm the upgrade, return to the Tanium Solutions page and check the
Installed version for Patch.
Tip: If the Patch version has not updated in the console, refresh your browser.
6. From the main navigation menu, click Patch. If prompted, accept the SSL/TLS
configuration changes.
7. Restart the Tanium Module Server host system.
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Customizing views
The list of patches is loaded automatically after you install the Patch module. By default,
you will see the All Patches view.

Figure 2: Patch Views
The following views are available by selecting them in the left navigation pane under
Patches. Any custom Patch views you create also appear in the left navigation.
Table 2: Default Patch views
Patch
View

Description

All Patches

This view shows you all the patches that are currently missing on your endpoints
as well as those that have already been installed. This view does not show all
possible patches published by the vendor, but rather just those that are relevant
for your Tanium deployment.

Applicable
Patches

This view shows just those patches that are missing or needed on your endpoints.

Installed
Patches

This view shows the patches that have already been installed on your endpoints
regardless of whether they were installed by a Tanium action or not.

Patches
With
Failures

This view shows a list of patches where there was a failure in applying the patch.

Unmanaged This view shows any patches that are relevant to your environment, but not
Patches
currently accounted for in a Whitelist or Blacklist (discussed later in this guide).
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Filter and choose columns
You can use the caret icon (v) in the column headers and select Filter to restrict your list to
just the types of patches you want to browse.

Figure 3: Available Filters
Select Columns to choose which columns you want shown.
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Figure 4: Available Columns
You can also sort the columns by clicking in the column headers. Each column can be
sorted by clicking in the header. The order changes from ascending, descending, and “not
sorted” each time you click on the header.

Computers and Computer Groups
The Computers and Computer Groups views allow you to see Patch status, membership,
and deployment details.

Computers
Click All Computers under Computers in the left navigation pane to see all of the Windows
endpoint computers managed by Tanium.
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Figure 5: All Computers grid
The total number of Windows computers in the Tanium-managed environment is shown at
the bottom of the All Computers window.
The All Computers view provides the Operating System, Computer ID, Computer Name,
and IP Addresses for each endpoint.
View detailed information for individual computers by either double-clicking on the
endpoint’s row or right-clicking on it and selecting View Details.
See Patch configuration settings to edit the information that contributes to the Computer
Details window.

Figure 6: Select View Details to see more information about a computer
The Computer Details window opens.
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Figure 7: Computer Details window

Computer Groups
The patch information shown is based on the Computer Groups that you defined in the
Administration section of the Tanium Console. For more information about configuring
them, see Manage Computer Groups.
Under Computer Groups in the left navigation pane, click All Computer Groups to see all
defined groups.

Figure 8: All Computer Groups grid
The total number of defined Computer Groups is shown at the bottom of the All Computer
Groups window.
The All Computer Groups window provides the Title of the group, the Question used to
dynamically define the group, and the Total Computers included in the group.
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View detailed information for a Computer Group by either double-clicking on the
endpoint’s row or right-clicking on it and selecting View Details.
The Computer Group Details window opens.

Figure 9: Computer Group Details window

Save Custom Views
Each of the primary data grids in Patch—Patches, Whitelists, Installs, etc.—can be
configured to show just the information you want to see. Once a view has been configured,
you can save it so that you or other Patch users can easily access it the next time you use
Patch.
To filter your list, select the caret icon (1) in the column headers. Enable or disable
additional columns as well to show just the rows of data that match your criteria. You can
delete custom views (2), if needed. Once you have the configuration you want, save the
view by clicking the small square icon (3) at the bottom of the data grid.
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Figure 10: Configuring a custom view
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Managing patches
Patches can be managed using Whitelists and Blacklists. Whitelists are groups of patches
that are allowed to be applied on the subscribed Computer Groups . Blacklists are groups
of patches that are specifically excluded from the subscribed Computer Groups. Either kind
of list can be imported and exported from the Patch module; this is particularly useful to
move lists between environments.
You can manually select patches or you can use rules to dynamically populate whitelists and
blacklists. As patches are added to the Available Patches list, Tanium assesses them for
inclusion on a list by comparing them to rules. Rules are created from customized
conditions that define which part of the patch description to examine. These conditions are
built using one option from each condition field:
Table 3: Rule condition options
Condition
Column

Type

Expression

Available options
l

Title

l

Severity

l

Release date

l

Bulletin / errata

l

KB Article

l

CVE

l

Regular Expression

l

Contains

l

Exact match

l

Does not contain

l

Date range

The search criteria used in the expression.

When a rule has more than one condition, the conditions are connected with the AND
operand. Patches must meet both conditions to be included. When a list has multiple rules,
the rules are connected with the OR operand, so patches that meet either condition are
included on the list.
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Create a Whitelist
Whitelists allow you to collect patches into a set so they can be targeted at a single
computer or group of computers. The patches can be added to the list individually or the
list can be dynamically populated from rules.
1. In the left navigation pane, click Whitelists.
2. On the top far right of the All Whitelists grid, click the ✚ icon.

3. Select Create Patchlist.
The Create Whitelist window opens.

4. Type a unique name in the Whitelist Title field using only numbers, letters, and
spaces.
5. [Optional] Enable the Calculate Patches Required to get a count of how many
patches would be applied for the entire set.
You can view the count details on the Computer Groups tab.
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6. Complete the information on the the Patches tab
a. Click the ✚ icon.
The Available Patches window appears.
b. Select the patches that you want and click Add Patches.
7. Complete the information on the the Subscriptions tab
a. Click the ✚ icon.
The Available Computer Groups window appears.
b. Select the Computer Groups that you want and click Subscribe Groups.
8. Complete the information on the the Rules tab.
a. Click the ✚ icon.
The Create Patch List Rule window appears.
b. Type a unique name for the rule.
c. Click the ✚ icon.
d. Make a choice from the Rule Status drop-down menu.
e. Complete the information on the Create Rule Condition window.
f. Make a choice from the Comparison Column drop-down menu.
g. Make a choice from the Comparison Type drop-down menu.
If Date Range is selected, you can select a start date, an end date, or both for a
specific range.
h. In the Expression field, enter the search criteria.
i. Click Save Condition.
j. Click Save Rule.
9. Click Save and enter your credentials when prompted.

Create a Blacklist
A Blacklist is a collection of patches that are prohibited from deployment to the subscribed
Computer Groups. The patches can be added to the list individually or the list can be
dynamically populated from rules.
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1. In the left navigation pane, click Blacklists.
2. On the top far right of the Blacklists grid, click the ✚ icon.

3. Select Create Patchlist.
The Create Blacklist window opens.
4. Type a unique name in the Blacklist Title field using only numbers, letters, and
spaces.
5. [Optional] Enable the Calculate Patches Required to get a count of how many
patches would be applied for the entire set.
You can view the count details on the Computer Groups tab.
6. Complete the information on the the Patches tab.
a. Click the ✚ icon.
The Available Patches window appears.
b. Select the patches that you want and click Add Patches.
7. Complete the information on the the Subscriptions tab.
a. Click the ✚ icon.
The Available Computer Groups window appears.
b. Select the Computer Groups that you want and click Subscribe Groups.
8. Complete the information on the the Rules tab.
a. Click the ✚ icon.
The Create Patch List Rule window appears.
b. Type a unique name for the rule.
c. Click the ✚ icon.
d. Make a choice from the Rule Status drop-down menu.
e. Complete the information on the Create Rule Condition window.
f. Make a choice from the Comparison Column drop-down menu.
g. Make a choice from the Comparison Type drop-down menu.
If Date Range is selected, you can select a start date, an end date, or both for a
specific range.
h. In the Expression field, enter the search criteria.
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i. Click Save Condition.
j. Click Save Rule.
9. Click Save and enter your credentials when prompted.

Export a Patchlist
You can facilitate the migration of patch content by exporting a Patchlist. The exported file
includes manually approved patches and rules. This is particularly useful in a progressive
deployment models where patches must be moved from a testing to a production
environment.
1. On the left navigation, click Whitelists or Blacklists.
2. Double-click an existing list.
3. On the Details tab, click Export Patchlist.
The patch .zip file is downloaded to your local storage.

Import a Patchlist
Patch lists can be imported into a new environment.
1. On the left navigation, click Whitelists or Blacklists.
2. On the top far right of the grid, click the ✚ icon.
3. Select Import Patchlist.
4. Browse to the patch .zip file.
5. Click Import Patchlist.
6. If the Patchlist already exists, on the Import Confirmation window, select whether to
overwrite the existing list or create a new list.
7. Complete the information on the Import Patchlist window.
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Deploying patches
The Installs view in Patch shows initiated patch deployments, their current status, and
whether or not the install is a one-time deployment or an ongoing policy.

Deploy a single patch
Patch is designed for automation, where patch lists are dynamically populated with rules
and then installed on dynamic or static groups of computers. However, even in the most
automated environment, there are situations that require the deployment of a single patch.
1. In the left navigation pane, select Patches or a custom view.
2. Right-click on the specific patch you want to deploy and choose Install Patch.
Note: While you can select multiple patches, we recommend using a Whitelist if
you are installing several patches at the same time.
3. The Create Patch Install window opens to the Targets tab. Click the ✚ icon and then
select Computer Name from the drop-down.

4. In the Available Computers window, select one or more computers to which you
want to apply the patch and click Add Targets.
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Note: To select additional targeting options, see "Configure Patch deployment
settings" on page 27.
5. Click Publish Deployment on the Create Patch Install window to initiate your patch
deployment and enter your credentials when prompted.
The Deployment Detail window appears showing information about your patch
deployment.

6. In the left navigation pane under Installs, select Active Patch Installs to view
progress of your patch deployment.

Deploy a Whitelist to a Computer Group
Patch allows you to dynamically create groups of patches, deploy those patches to dynamic
groups of computers, and then continue applying those patches as new endpoints in those
groups come online. Using Whitelists and Computer Groups is the easiest method to
deploy groups of patches to groups of endpoints. The following steps guide you through
deploying a Whitelist to a previously created computer group. For more information, see
Create a Whitelist.
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1. Under Installs in the left-hand navigation pane, select one of the sub-views such as
All Patch Installs.
2. On the top far right of the grid, click the ✚ icon to open the Create Patch Install
window.
3. In the Targets tab, click the ✚ icon.
4. Select Computer Group from the drop-down.

5. From the Available Computer Groups window, select one or more Computer Groups
for the patch deployment and click Add Targets.
6. In the Whitelists tab of the Create Patch Install window, click the ✚ icon.
7. From the Available Whitelists window, select one or more Whitelists and click Add
Whitelists.
To configure other deployment parameters, such as Execution Options and PostInstall Options, see Configure Patch deployment settings.
Note: When deploying patches through a Whitelist, you are not required to
specify individual patches in the Patches tab of the Create Patch Install
window.
8. Click Publish Deployment to initiate the patch action.
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Configure Patch deployment settings
Beyond a simple immediate deployment, Patch allows you to configure various settings to
customize patch deployments for your environment.
l

l

Patch Execution Options determines when and how patches are installed on the
endpoint.
Post-Install Options determines what options, such as postponing, are available to
the end user.

Patch Execution Options
If you are installing a single patch to a single computer, you do not have to change the
default Patch deployment settings. However, most patch processes require the distribution
of multiple patches to groups of computers. This section describes the most common
settings available on the Executions Options tab of the Create Patch Install window.
Consider applying these settings when deploying groups of patches to large numbers of
computers.

Figure 11: Execution Options tab of Create Patch Installs window
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Table 4: Patch Execution Options
Property

Description

Start Time / End Time

The default Start Time for deploying a patch is the
current time – a patch action will start immediately if
you do not modify the Start Time. The default End
Time is 24 hours from the current time. While a patch
action is within the Start Time and End Time, it is
listed as “Active” in the Active Installs view in the
Patch Workbench. Note that an “Active” patch action
will continue patching targeted endpoints if they
appear online at any point in the time window even if
they were not online at the Start Time of the action.

Deploy as Policy

The Deploy as Policy option eliminates the end time
for a patch deployment. This ensures that the targeted
computers are continuously checked for patch
compliance indefinitely. For example, if an end user
removes a patch that was deployed by a policy, the
Tanium agent attempts to reapply it as long as the
policy is in effect.

Download Patches Before Constraints
Are Met

Enabling the Download Patches Before Constraints
Are Met deployment option will cause the immediate
download of patch files as soon as the action is created
once you click Publish Deployment (ignoring any
Start Time setting). If this option is not selected, the
patch file downloads will only start once the Start
Time for the deployment has been reached.

Override Maintenance Windows

Maintenance windows control when a patch can be
applied to a specified endpoint. This maintenance time
window is set separately from the Start Time and End
Time values. Contact your TAM for assistance with
loading and configuring maintenance content. An
endpoint must be both within a maintenance window
and the Start Time / End Time window for the patch
system to initiate an installation. Selecting the
Override Maintenance Windows option will cause
the patch system to ignore any maintenance windows
that have been set. This option does not cause the
Start Time / End Time settings to be ignored.
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Property

Description

Override Blacklists for this Deployment

The Override Blacklists for this Deployment option
will cause a patch deployment to ignore any Blacklists
that are applicable to the targeted endpoints. If you
leave this option disabled, a Blacklist will always take
precedence: in other words, a “Blacklisted” patch will
never be installed even if you actively include it in a list
of patches to be deployed.

Distribute Over Time

Distribution of large packages such as Windows Service
Packs can have a significant impact on corporate
networks when they are pushed out from the server to
endpoints. The Distribute Over Time feature allows
you to stagger the deployment over minutes or hours
to ensure network traffic is not impacted by delivery of
a very large patch to a group of computers in a short
window of time.

Save Current as Deployment Plan

Many patch deployments are repetitive or recurring
(for example, your monthly “Patch Tuesday” activity).
It is useful to be able to easily reuse settings from a
previous deployment. Use the Save Current as
Deployment Plan option to copy the settings from an
earlier deployment to a new one. Once you have
configured the targeting settings, including any
messages displayed for the end user, clicking the Save
Current As Deployment Plan saves the current
configuration and allows you to use it again for future
patch deployments.

Post-Install Options
Once you have scheduled a patch deployment, additional options are available on the Post
Install Options tab in the Create Patch Installs window.
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Figure 12: Post-Install Options tab of Create Patch Installs window
Table 5: Post-Install Options
Property

Description

Perform Post-Install Operation

Use the Perform Post-Install Operation option to
enforce the restart of targeted computers upon
completion of the patch process.

Present Post-Install Operation as Offer

The Present Post-Install Operation as Offer option
allows the end user of a computer to either restart
immediately or delay the restart. You can also create a
custom message to display for the restart notification.
l

l

Offer Options: The Deadline setting allows the
user to postpone applying the patch for a specified
time. When it expires, the patch notification remains
on the screen.
Messages: You can configure a custom message
that is displayed to the end user when they review
the patch offer.

Create a deployment plan
Optionally, you can save patch deployment settings as a deployment plan to use for
multiple deployments. This feature allows you to standardize how deployments are
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handled across your enterprise.
1. In the left-hand navigation, select Installs or Uninstalls.
2. On the top far right of the grid, click the ✚ icon to open the Create Patch Install
window.
3. On the Execution Options tab, make your selections.
For more information, see Patch Execution Options.
4. On the Post-Install Options tab, make your selections.
For more information, see Post-Install Options.
5. Click Save Current As Deployment Plan.
6. In the New Deployment Plan window, type a unique name and click Save.
The deployment plan is now available in the Deployment Plan drop-down menu and is
available for other Install configurations.

Add targets to an existing deployment
To expand an existing patch deployment, you can add more targets to a Patch Install. You
can limit patch testing to a select Computer Group and then roll it out to more groups after
it has been validated. All other deployment options remain the same and deployment
results from the previous Installs are preserved.
Note: You cannot remove Computer Groups from a deployment.
1. In the left navigation pane under Installs, select a view.
2. Right-click a row on the grid.
3. Select Add Targets to Patch Install.
4. In the Targets tab, click the ✚ icon.
5. Select a computer or Computer Group.
6. Click Add Targets.
7. Click Publish Deployment.
When targets are added, we suggest adding a comment to the Deployment Detail window
to document the change.
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View patch deployments
You can view the details of all deployments, regardless of the end result, that were initiated
from Patch.
1. In the left navigation pane under Installs, select a view.
l All Patch Installs shows the details of all installations.
l

Active Patch Installs shows all currently active patch installs. An active patch
install is one that falls into the Start Time / End Time window that was
configured in the deployment settings.

2. Double-click on a patch row or right-click on it and select View Details. The
Deployment Detail window appears.

3. In the Deployment Detail window, select the Results tab to see the results of the
patch installation on endpoints.
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4. Double-click on an endpoint’s row or right-click on it and select View Details to see
the Deployment Results Detail window that shows the result of each patch targeted
to that endpoint.

Uninstall patches
Patch allows you to uninstall any patch deployment that was started from within Patch.
Like Installs, the following views under Uninstalls in the left navigation pane list the
uninstalls you have initiated and their current status.
l

Active Patch Uninstalls: This view shows all currently active patch uninstalls with a
status of “Active”, “Constrained”, or “Pending”. An active patch install is one that falls
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within the Start Time / End Time window that was configured in the deployment
settings.
l

All Patch Uninstalls: This view shows all uninstallations, regardless of the end
result, that were initiated from Patch.

The same windows providing additional details on patch installs that are available under
All Patch Installs are also available for the views under Uninstalls.
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Patch use cases
Example 1: Automatically deploy key 2015 patches
You can create a Whitelist that identifies all important and critical 2015 patches. A Whitelist
like this is useful for targeting groups of endpoints even if you have already achieved a high
level of patch compliance. Many organizations want newly added endpoints in an
enterprise network to automatically receive patches. This helps achieve patch security
compliance automatically and avoids compliance issues caused by out-of-date endpoints
that appear on the network between patch audit reporting cycles.
1. Create a Whitelist with these settings:
a. On the Subscriptions tab, select the applicable Computer Groups.
b. On the Rules tab, create two rules with these conditions:
l Rule 1 first condition: Patch Release Date, Contains, 2015; second
condition: Patch Severity, Contains, critical.
l

Rule 2 first condition: Patch Release Date, Contains, 2015; second
condition: Patch Severity, Contains, important.

2. Deploy the Whitelist with a Patch Install that has Deploy as Policy enabled.
Any patches matching rule 1 or 2 are applied to the targeted Computer Groups. A catch-all
Whitelist for previously released important and critical patches ensures that if a machine is
brought online, even after a period of inactivity, that the policy is automatically applied.
For detailed steps, see Create a Whitelist and Deploy a Whitelist to a Computer Group.

Example 2: Create a Blacklist that excludes .NET patches
Assume you have a group of servers in the “Application Server group” Computer Group
that run business critical applications. Since .NET patches can change the underlying
framework of an endpoint, you want to make sure these servers do not receive a patch that
could adversely affect the running applications.
Create a Blacklist for .NET Patches with these settings:
1. On the Subscriptions tab, select the Application Server group.
2. On the Rules tab, create a rule with the settings of Patch Title, Contains, ".NET".
A Blacklist allows you to specifically exclude a particular type of patch from being applied to
an endpoint.
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For detailed steps, see Create a Blacklist.
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Troubleshooting Patch
If Patch is not performing as expected, you might need to do some troubleshooting or
create workarounds. For assistance, you can also contact your TAM.

Create an unsigned CAB file workaround
Windows Update Offline Scan file is a collection of patch definitions in a CAB file that
published by Microsoft. If you experience Patch scan and installation failures, it might due
to Microsoft publishing an unsigned CAB file. This condition has lasted up to a week in
prior cases.
These are the possible symptoms of an unsigned CAB file:
l

Windows Security Patch
l Not seeing latest patches in Available Patches (either at all, or lower numbers
than expected)
l

l

Experiencing a high number install failures

Tanium Patch solution
l Seeing a high number of incorrect "Not Applicable" status
l

Seeing a high number of "Install Script Failed" status

To continue using Patch until the unsigned CAB file is no longer present in Microsoft's
content delivery network (CDN), do the following.
1. Download the Windows Update Offline CAB file and verify its signature.
a. Get the Microsoft Windows patch CAB file at:
http://download.windowsupdate.com/microsoftupdate/v6/wsusscan/wsusscn2.
cab
b. Validate the signature on the CAB file on a Windows machine by right-clicking
on the file and selecting Properties > Digital Signature.
2. Update the Distribute Patch Tools and Scan package in your Tanium deployment.
a. Place the downloaded and verified CAB file on your Tanium server at Tanium
Server\http\wsusscn2.cab.
b. In the Tanium Console, browse to Authoring > Packages and find the
Distribute Patch Tools and Scan package; edit this package.
c. Find the wsusscn2.cab file in the list of files. Update the URI to be your Tanium
server's fully qualified domain name followed by wsusscn2.cab.
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For example, if the Tanium server was at taniumserver.tanium.com
then type taniumserver.tanium.com/wsusscn2.cab.
d. Save your changes to the Distribute Patch Tools and Scan package.
3. Disable the scheduled actions that distribute CAB files.
a. In the Tanium Console, browse to Actions > Scheduled Actions.
b. Uncheck the Enabled checkbox for the following Scheduled Actions:
l Patch Management - Deploy Patch Scan Files
l

Patch Management - Deploy Patch Scan Files and Scan

4. Deploy the Distribute Patch Tools and Scan package to endpoints managed by
Windows Security Patch and/or Tanium Patch solution.
IMPORTANT: Be aware that deploying the Windows Update Offline CAB file can
cause significant network traffic. Be sure to throttle your action appropriately;
contact your TAM for more information about throttling a large file
distribution.
After the unsigned file is no longer present in Microsoft's CDN, you can resume auto
updates to the CAB file in your deployment by reimporting the Windows Security Patch
content.

Check Patch scan Actions
If data is outdated data or missing, verify that the security patch scans are running.
1. From the Tanium Console, go to Actions > Schedule Actions.
2. Filter the grid for actions that include "patch."
3. Review the scan status
4. If needed, reissue a scan.
a. Click the Action History tab.
b. Filter the grid for actions that include the word patch.
Tip: Use the Date Range Filter to narrow the search results.
c. Select the Action that you need and click Reissue.
The Action runs immediately.

Check the Patch service status
You can check the status of the Patch service and restart it if needed.
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1. From the main navigation menu, click Patch.
2. In the right toolbar, click the Settings icon.
3. Click Service Status.
The Patch Service Status window appears.
4. If Patch is not running, restart it.
a. Log on to the host computer for the Tanium Module Server.
b. Make sure the Patch service is running. If not, restart it.
5. Return to the Patch Service Status window and confirm.

Collect a troubleshooting package
Patch can compile a collection of logs relevant for troubleshooting.
1. From the main navigation menu, click Patch.
2. In the right toolbar, click the Settings icon.
3. Click Service Status.
4. Click Download Logs.
The log zip file might take a few moments to appear in your download folder.

Uninstall Patch
In certain situations, you might need to remove Patch from the Tanium Module Server for
troubleshooting purposes.
1. From the Tanium Console, select Tanium Solutions.
The Tanium Solutions page opens.
2. Locate Patch, and then click Uninstall.
The Uninstall window opens, showing the list of contents to be removed.
3. Click Proceed with Uninstall.
4. Enter your credentials to start the uninstall process.
A progress bar is displayed as the installation package is removed.
5. Click Close.
6. To confirm, return to the Tanium Solutions page and check that the Import button
appears.
Tip: If the Patch module has not updated in the console, refresh your browser.
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Reference: Patch configuration settings
The default settings for Patch are designed so that, out-of-the-box, Patch will function for
most users. However, there are situations when modifying default settings may be required
or modifying advanced configuration settings is preferred.
To adjust default Patch Workbench settings, click the settings icon
of Patch to bring up the Workbench Settings menu.

on the far top right

Figure 13: Workbench Settings menu

Configuration Settings
Patch is configured with default settings to operate out-of-the-box in both large and small
deployments. However, some organizations may need to tune Patch based on specific
needs. Configuration Settings allow you to modify the default behavior of Patch in such
cases.
Following are descriptions of the Configuration Settings:
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Table 6: Patch Action Settings
Setting

Description

Policy Retry Interval (Days)

Indicates how many days the retry is attempted.

Default setting is 1. 0 turns off retry and is not
recommended.
Retry Count

A retry is triggered in some failure scenarios, such as the
download script failing, the patch install failing, or the script
itself failing.

Default setting is 3. 0 turns off retry and is not
recommended.
Target Action Group

Setting the Target Action Group to a specific action group
restricts the targeting of patches to members of the specific
action group.

Default setting is Default.

Table 7: Patch Service Configuration
Setting

Description

Stats Refresh Interval

This setting specifies how often the information in Patch
Service Status is updated.

Default setting is 120 Seconds.
Aggregate Refresh Interval

This setting specifies the interval in which Patch applicability
counts are updated in the UI.

Default setting is 10 Seconds.
Archived Log Cleanup Interval

This setting specifies how often the zip files created when
gathering support logs are deleted.

Default setting is 12 Hours.
Database Refresh Interval

This setting specifies how frequently the patch service polls
the database for high availability service.

Default setting is 120 Seconds.
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Setting

Description

Patch Service Port

This sets the TCP port that the browser uses to connect to
the Patch Service running on the Tanium Module server.
Service will restart automatically when this value is
changed.

Default setting is 17440.
DataStat Logger Refresh Interval

This setting specifies the interval in which the DataStat
Logger refreshes. This setting is a debug setting, which
provides some visibility into the internal data structures. It
should be set to 0, unless it is needed to debug an issue.

Default setting is 0 Minutes.

Table 8: Patch Gather Settings
Setting

Description

Patch Detail Gather Interval

This setting specifies how often the saved question to
gather the patch definitions (KB, URL, MS details) is run.

Default setting is 600 Seconds. Increase the number to
make the saved question fire less frequently. Settings
below 600 are not recommended.
Question Completion Percent

This setting specifies the required result percentage when
collecting information from endpoints.

Default setting is 99%. Settings below 50% are not
recommended.
Group Member Gather Interval

This setting specifies how often computer group
membership is evaluated in the UI layer. This has no effect
on targeting.

Default setting is 900 Seconds. Settings below 900 are
not recommended.
Gather Update Interval

This setting specifies how often Patch checks for updates to
the saved questions that contribute to Computer Properties
and Patch Service Status.

Default setting is 180 Seconds.
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Setting

Description

Temp File Cleanup Interval

Specifies file cleanup interval.

Default setting is 1800 Seconds.
Deployment Result Update Interval

This setting specifies how often Patch checks for updates to
the saved question for Deployment Results.

Default setting is 30 Seconds.
Patch Status Interval

This setting specifies how often the saved question for
deployment status is run. In a large environment, this is a
large amount of data.

Default setting is 900 Seconds. Increase the number to
make the saved question fire less frequently. Settings
below 600 are not recommended.
Patch Computer Property Interval

This setting specifies is how often the question to gather
computer details such as computer name, IP address, OS,
etc., is run. In a large environment, with all default
properties enabled, this can be a large amount of data.

Default setting is 900 Seconds. Increase the number to
make the saved questions fire less frequently. Values
below 600 are not recommended.

Computer Properties
Computer Properties available in Workbench Settings determine how computer
properties appear in the Computer Details window. A computer property is a mapping to a
Tanium Sensor that allows the Patch service to collect data about a machine that may be
used for filtering grids.
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Figure 14: Computer Details window
Select either the pencil icon on the row for a property to edit that property or the ✚ icon
to add a property such as location, organizational unit, etc. in the Computer Properties
Configuration window. Select the X icon on the row for a property and then confirm to
delete that property.

Figure 15: Computer Properties Configuration window
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When editing or creating a computer property, you will need to complete the fields on the
Edit Computer Property or Create Computer Property window.
Following are descriptions of Computer Property values:
Table 9: Computer Properties
Value

Description

Property Name

Unique property identifier; usually the Column Title
with no spaces

Column Title

Label for a column when a grid is rendered

Column Width

Default width of column; recommended value is 150.

Column Data Type

Return value type of sensor; can be “string”, “number”,
“Boolean”, or “date”.

Sensor ID

Automatically populated based off of Sensor Name

Sensor Name

Name of Tanium Sensor that will be mapped to this
computer property

Sensor Column Name

Name of the column in the Tanium Sensor that is
mapped to this computer property in a multi-column
sensor or the name of the sensor in a single-column
sensor

The following two options are also available on the Create Computer Property window:
l

l

Active: Boolean flag to indicate whether or not the service should gather this data; if
there is any error in the configuration or data returned, this value is automatically be
set to “False”.
Default: Flag indicating whether or not this property is actually visible in rendered
grids by default

Service Credentials
See "Installing Patch" on page 8 for a description of Service Credentials and the Configure
Patch Service window.
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Figure 16: Configure Patch Service window

Service Status
Service Status shows statistics for the Patch Service Module. You can configure how often
this information is updated by changing the Stats Refresh Interval setting in Configuration
Settings.
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Figure 17: Patch Service Status
Table 10: Patch Service Status values
Value

Description

Current CPU Utilization

The percentage of the Module Server CPU that the
service is currently using.

Current Memory Utilization

The current amount of Module Server memory that the
service is currently using.

Current Thread Count

The total number of native threads that the service is
using.

Service Uptime

The length of time since the service started.
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Value

Description

Product Last Updated

The date of the last installation or upgrade.

Total Scheduled Actions

The number of Patch actions pending.

SSL/TLS Configuration

The security posture check results for the Tanium
Module Server host machine.

We recommend reconfiguring your Microsoft
ASP.NET web service to accept only strong ciphers.
See Securing the Module Server .Net Environment
for more information.
CAB File Details
Last Checked

The date and time Patch checked for a new CAB file.

Last Updated

The date and time when the CAB file was updated.

Last Rejected

The date and time when a CAB file was rejected.

For more information, see Create an unsigned CAB
file workaround.
Current CAB Hash

The hash of the CAB file that is currently being
distributed.

Current CAB Size

The size of the CAB file that is currently being
distributed.
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